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Reflections
part1’. Create a

poster reflecting on
the school year that
is coming to an end.

Dear Parents,

This week, Templar created periscopes using card
and mirrors. We explored how mirrors and other
objects reflect light and enable us to see. Using our
knowledge of reflection, we were able to understand
how periscopes are used and why submarines need
them. We will continue to explore light next week,
where we will be looking into ‘refraction’ and how
light changed.

In D&T, we looked at different types of bread. By
feeling the texture and even tasting some of it, we
were able to determine why some textures were
specific to the uses of the bread. We also discussed
the names and origins of the bread and where very
lucky to know that we can easily buy bread from
other countries by going to our local supermarkets.

In P.E, we had a marvellous rounders game in preparation for the rounders
tournament that we will be participating in as part of our P.E lessons next
week. We have been enjoying being part of PE tournaments with our sister
schools within the Trust. It has been lovely for the children to find ways to
connect, despite not being able to visit each others’ schools.

Next week, Templar class will be having lessons on ‘gender identity’ as part of
the national curriculum of year 5 and 6 children’s Relationships and Health
Education (RHE) studies. If you have any questions about topics covered,
please do not hesitate to ask.

Kind regards
Mrs Babbage

Star of the
week!

Star of the
week:
Amy!

For a great
improvement in

Maths learning and
for showing your
understanding in
various ways that

reflect your brilliant
maths knowledge.

A note from Mrs Edwards:
It is that lovely time of the year when you will be receiving your child’s end of year report and
meeting with their teacher for your parent consultation to celebrate their learning journey over
the past year. The children have had a disrupted year with partial school closures but thanks to
the wonderful teachers that kept the class communities going and parents supporting with
remote learning at home, the children have finished this year on a high. I have the privilege of
reading each and every one of our children’s reports and enjoyed reading over a hundred
unique reports that really reflected each child and celebrated their achievements and how they
could move forward next year. Thank you to the teachers for your hard work in not only writing
these reports but for the investment you have made to our children this year and the part you
play in our vision of: ‘Building Lifelong Foundations Together’.
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